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Abstract
A clique of a graph G is a maximal complete subgraph. The clique graph k(G) is the inter-
section graph of the set of all cliques of G. The iterated clique graphs are de0ned recursively by
k0(G)=G and kn+1(G)= k(kn(G)). A graph G is said to be clique divergent (or k-divergent) if
limn→∞|V (kn(G))|=∞. The problem of deciding whether the icosahedron is clique divergent or
not was (implicitly) stated Neumann-Lara in 1981 and then cited by Neumann-Lara in 1991 and
Larri5on and Neumann-Lara in 2000. This paper proves the clique divergence of the icosahedron
among other results of general interest in clique divergence theory.
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1. Introduction
Iterated clique graphs were introduced by Hedetniemi and Slater in [6] and have
been studied in several papers including: [1–3,5,8–10,14–17]. For a large bibliography
see [4,7].
A graph G is said to be k-convergent if kn(G)∼=km(G) for some n =m; when m=0,
we say that G is kn-invariant. G is k-null if kn(G) is trivial (one vertex) for some
n (clearly a special case of a k-convergent graph). It is easy to see that every graph
is either k-convergent or k-divergent; we call this attribute the k-behaviour of the
graph.
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Except for the icosahedron, the k-behaviour of every platonic graph has been long
known: the tetrahedron is a complete graph and therefore k-null, the cube and the
dodecahedron are k2-invariant [6], the octahedron was the 0rst known example of a
k-divergent graph [5,15]. Since then various families of graphs have been found to be
k-divergent. A graph G is said to be locally H if the set of neighbours of any vertex
of G induces a subgraph isomorphic to H . Cn is the cyclic graph with n vertices.
Larri5on and Neumann-Lara [8] proved that every locally C6 graph is k-divergent but
noted that while the k-behaviour of any locally Cn graph was well understood for n64,
the k-behaviour of the only (connected) locally C5 graph, the icosahedron, was still
unknown.
In Section 2, we shall study the relation between the distances on a graph and
distances on its clique graph. Theorem 1, although simple, will be useful to shorten
the proofs of Theorem 5 and Lemma 9 as well as it can be used to simplify proofs of
Theorems 1–3 in [1]; Theorem 3.1 in [3]; Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 in [2] and Theorem 2
in [10]. There are also some related results in [11].
A function between the vertex sets of two graphs is said to be a re5exive morphism
if images of adjacent vertices are adjacent or equal; it is a morphism if images of
adjacent vertices are adjacent. When studying iterated clique graphs it is natural to
search for a class C of reJexive morphisms having the following property:
P: For every clique divergent graph A and every graph B, if there is a reJexive mor-
phism f :A→B with f∈C then B is also clique divergent.
It is easy to see that the classes of injective morphisms, full embedding morphisms
and vertex-surjective reJexive morphisms do not satisfy this property, as it is known
from [6] that every cone (a graph where there is a vertex adjacent to any other vertex)
is k-null and there is always a vertex-surjective reJexive morphism from any graph A
to the complete graph with the same number of vertices, which is clearly also k-null.
There are various studies involving such classes of reJexive morphisms. For example,
[8] proves that the class of triangular coverings has this property as well as [15]
shows that the class of sections (of a reJexive retraction) has property P. Also, [16]
(see also [14]) proves that the class of admissible re5exive morphisms in the category
of coa6ne graphs has the property if we ask A to be expansive. In Section 3, our main
theorem (8) states that the class of admissible reJexive morphisms also has the property
in certain categories of graphs as long as we ask A to be absolutely saturated and
absolutely free. As absolute saturation and freedom constitute a partial generalization
of expansiveness, our results in Section 3 partially extend some theorems in [14].
Section 4 exhibits a family of k-divergent, absolutely saturated and absolutely free
graphs and Section 5 uses this family and Theorem 8 to prove the clique divergence
of the icosahedron.
Let G be a graph. We will represent paths as sequences of vertices (v0; : : : ; vn). The
open neighbourhood NG(v) of a vertex v in G is the set of all vertices of G which
are neighbours of v while NG[v]=NG(v)∪{v} is the closed neighbourhood of v in G.
Recall that G is regular of degree r if every vertex has exactly r neighbours. We shall
identify cliques with their corresponding vertex sets.
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2. Distances on clique graphs
The distance between vertices u; v∈V (G) will be written as dG(u; v) while the dis-
tance set between two vertex sets A; B⊆V (G) will be denoted by DG(A; B)={dG(u; v):
u∈A; v∈B}. We will often omit subscripts. As noted in the introduction, the following
theorem is very useful:
Theorem 1. Let A be any graph and Q;Q′∈V (k(A)) with Q =Q′ then dk(A)(Q;Q′)=
minDA(Q;Q′) + 1.
Proof. Call r=minD(Q;Q′) and s=d(Q;Q′). Let (x0; x1; : : : ; xr) be a path in A with
x0∈Q and xr∈Q′. Take Qi∈V (k(A)) such that {xi; xi+1}⊆Qi for i=0; 1; : : : ; r − 1.
Then (Q;Q0; Q1; : : : ; Qr−1; Q′) is a walk in k(A) proving that d(Q;Q′)=s6r + 1.
Now let (Q0; Q1; : : : ; Qs) be a minimal length path in k(A) between Q0=Q and
Qs=Q′. Then take xi∈Qi∩Qi+1 for i=0; 1; : : : ; s− 1 so (x0; x1; : : : ; xs−1) is a walk in
A, proving that d(x0; xs−1)6s−1. As x0∈Q and xs−1∈Q′, it follows that r+ 1=minD
(Q;Q′) +6d(x0; xs−1) + 16s.
Note that for every graph G and any two cliques Q;Q′∈V (k(G)), we have |D(Q;Q′)|
63 and D(Q;Q′) ={1}. If G has at least two vertices in every connected compo-
nent, then D(Q;Q′) ={0} and therefore D(Q;Q′)={0; 1} if and only if d(Q;Q′)=0
(i.e. Q=Q′).
3. Saturation and freedom
Let  be a group which will remain 0xed in what follows. A -graph is a pair
A=(A; ◦A) where A is a (0nite, simple, connected and non-empty) graph and ◦A is an
action (i.e. a group homomorphism) ◦A :→Aut(A). Given such an action we denote
by the same symbol ◦A the corresponding mapping ◦A :×V (A)→V (A), so we write
◦A v instead of ◦A()(v). Let A=(A; ◦A) and B=(B; ◦B) be two -graphs, we shall
say that f :A→B is an admissible re5exive morphism if and only if f :A→B is
a re5exive morphism of graphs and f(◦A u)=◦Bf(u) for all ∈. We shall work
in the category G of -graphs with admissible reJexive morphisms. From now on,
we shall use ‘morphism’, ‘reJexive morphism’ and ‘admissible reJexive morphism’ as
synonymous. It is easily veri0able that G is closed under the clique operator (not a
functor!) k de0ned as k(A; ◦A)=(k(A); ◦k(A)) where ◦k(A)Q={◦A v: v∈Q} for all
Q∈V (k(A)) and ∈. It is clear how to de0ne the iterated clique operators and the
clique divergence in G and that A is k-divergent if and only if A is k-divergent.
From now on, we shall omit the action’s subscripts as the context will make them
redundant and, for the same reason, use the same symbol for k and k.
The important concept of coa6ne graph was introduced by Neumann-Lara in [15]
(see also [16,14]) in the context of automorphic graphs also introduced by him in
[14]. These concepts have proven to be very useful in the study of clique divergence.
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We shall use -graphs instead of automorphic graphs and copy the notion of coaOne
graph to this context.
Denition 2. Let !∈ and r¿2. A -graph A=(A; ◦) is said to be (!; r)-coa6ne if
d(v; !◦v)¿r for all v∈V (A).
We shall need the following de0nitions:
Denition 3. Let !∈ and r¿2. A -graph A=(A; ◦) is said to be (!; r)-saturated
if d(u; v)+d(v; !◦u)=r for all u; v∈V (A). A is said to be absolutely (!; r)-saturated
if kn(A) is (!; r)-saturated for n=0; 1; 2; 3; : : : :
We shall write just r-coa6ne (resp. r-saturated) when it is clear or unimportant what
! is. Note that every r-saturated -graph is r-coaOne. We chose the term ‘saturated’
because whenever an (!; r)-saturated graph A is a subgraph of an (!; r)-coaOne graph
B with V (A)=V (B) we have A=B.
Denition 4. A -graph A=(A; ◦) is said to be free if |◦v|= || for all v∈V (A). A
is said to be absolutely free if kn(A) is free for n=0; 1; 2; 3; : : : :
Theorem 5 (Neumann-Lara [13]). If a -graph A is (!; r)-coa6ne then k(A) is also
(!; r)-coa6ne.
Proof. Note that if d(x; y)61 then, by the triangle inequality,
d(x; !◦y)¿d(y;!◦y)− d(x; y)¿r − 1:
Clearly Q =!◦Q (by de0nition, r¿2). By Theorem 1 d(Q;!◦Q)=minD(Q;!◦Q)
+ 1¿(r − 1) + 1=r.
Thus, if =〈!〉∼=Z2, every (!; r)-coaOne -graph is absolutely free.
The following three results constitute a 0rst step to a generalization of the beautiful
theory exposed in [14] (see also [15,16]). The results developed there are mainly
applicable to 2-coaOne graphs which are not 3-coaOne. It is easily veri0able that
the 2-saturated graphs are precisely the octahedral graphs Od: regular graphs with 2d
vertices and degree 2d−2. It is known from [5,15] that k(Od)∼=O2d−1 and therefore the
octahedral graphs are k-divergent (for d¿3), absolutely 2-saturated and for a suitable
, also absolutely free.
Theorem 6. Let A;B∈G. Assume that there is an admissible re5exive morphism
f :A→B and k(A) is free, then there is an admissible re5exive morphism fˆ : k(A)→
k(B).
Proof. Denote Q=V (k(A)), and let Q0 be a complete set of representatives of Q
modulo . As k(A) is free, we have that for all ; ′∈ and Q;Q′∈Q0, ◦Q=′ ◦Q′
if and only if =′ and Q=Q′. Also Q=◦Q0={◦Q: ∈;Q∈Q0}. On the other
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hand, since f(Q) is a complete subgraph of B for all Q∈Q, we can choose, for each
Q∈Q0, a 0xed clique Qˆ of B with f(Q)⊆Qˆ. Now de0ne fˆ(◦Q)=◦Qˆ whenever
Q∈Q0. Let us verify that fˆ is a morphism in G:
First, as every Q∈Q has a unique representation Q=◦Q′ with ∈ and Q′∈Q0, it
follows that fˆ is well de0ned. Now, if ◦Q∩′ ◦Q′ =∅ then fˆ(◦Q)∩fˆ(′ ◦Q′)=◦Qˆ
∩′ ◦Qˆ′⊇◦f(Q)∩′ ◦f(Q′)=f(◦Q)∩f(′ ◦Q′)⊇f(◦Q∩′ ◦Q′) =∅, so fˆ pre-
serves adjacencies. Finally, fˆ is admissible: let ◦Q∈Q and ′∈, then fˆ(′ ◦◦Q)=
fˆ(′ · ◦Q)=′ · ◦Qˆ=′ ◦◦Qˆ=′ ◦fˆ(◦Q).
Note that the previous theorem is applicable to plain graphs just taking  as the
trivial group.
Theorem 7. Let A;B∈G and let f :A→B be a morphism. If A is (!; r)-saturated
and B is (!; r)-coa6ne then f is injective.
Proof. Let x =y be vertices of A, and let p=(u0; u1; : : : ; ur) be a path in A, with
x=u0, !◦x=ur and y=ua for some a∈{1; : : : ; r} (As A is r-saturated, d(x; y) +
d(y;!◦x)=r). Now f(p)=(f(u0); f(u1); : : : ; f(ur)) is a walk in B of length at
most r, (f is a morphism), but as f(u0)=f(x), f(ur)=f(!◦x)=!◦f(x) and B is
r-coaOne, it follows that f(p) is of length at least r. Then f(p) is a path of length
r and therefore f(x) =f(y).
Now we have our main theorem:
Theorem 8. If A is k-divergent, absolutely (!; r)-saturated and absolutely free, and
there is a morphism f :A→B with B a (!; r)-coa6ne -graph, then B is k-divergent.
Proof. As A is absolutely free, by Theorem 6, there is a morphism fn : kn(A)→ kn(B)
for every n=0; 1; 2; 3; : : : : Now A absolutely (!; r)-saturated and B (!; r)-coaOne
imply by Theorem 7 that every fn is injective (recall also Theorem 5) so |V (kn(A))|6
|V (kn(B))|, which proves the k-divergence of B.
It is easy to see that any (!; 3)-saturated -graph A is regular of degree 12 |V (A)|−1.
The converse is not true, but we have the following:
Lemma 9. If a -graph A is (!; 3)-saturated and k(A) is a regular graph of degree
1
2 |V (k(A))| − 1, then k(A) is also (!; 3)-saturated.
Proof. Recall that, for every two cliques Q and Q′, D(Q;Q′)={0; 1} if and only if
d(Q;Q′)=0, |D(Q;Q′)|63, and that the cases D(Q;Q′)={0} and D(Q;Q′)={1} are
impossible. Keep in mind that the diameter of any (!; r)-saturated -graph is r. Also
it should be clear that D(Q′; !◦Q)={r − a: a∈D(Q;Q′)}. We shall use Theorem 1
without explicit reference.
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We shall prove that d(Q;Q′) + d(Q′; !◦Q)=3 for all Q;Q′∈V (k(A)) by cases,
depending on what d(Q;Q′) is:
First assume d(Q;Q′)=0, then, D(Q;Q′)={0; 1}, so D(Q′; !◦Q)={2; 3} and
d(Q′; !◦Q)=3.
Now suppose d(Q;Q′)=1, then D(Q;Q′)={0; 1; 2}, so D(Q′; !◦Q)={1; 2; 3} and
d(Q′; !◦Q)=2.
Let us assume d(Q;Q′)=2. We already know, by the 0rst case in this proof, that
d(Q;!◦Q)=3, so Nk(A)[Q]∩Nk(A)[!◦Q]=∅. But now, as k(A) is regular of degree
1
2 |V (k(A))|−1, we have Nk(A)[Q]∪Nk(A)[!◦Q]=V (k(A)). Then d(Q;Q′)=2 implies
d(Q′; !◦Q)=1.
Consider the case d(Q;Q′)=3, then D(Q;Q′)={2; 3} or D(Q;Q′)={2}. In the
0rst case, D(Q′; !◦Q)={0; 1} and d(Q′; !◦Q)=0, as required. In the second case
D(Q′; !◦Q)={1}, which is impossible.
Finally, if d(Q;Q′)¿4 then D(Q;Q′)={3} so D(Q′; !◦Q)={0} which is
impossible.
4. An example
Let C(; r) be the class of all k-divergent, absolutely r-saturated and absolutely free
-graphs. The usability of our main theorem (8) is, of course, bound to the abundance
of -graphs in C(; r). In general, it is diOcult to prove a graph to be k-divergent.
Also, if a -graph is k-divergent, it is hard to prove it to be absolutely saturated.
However, there are many -graphs that seem to be in C(; r). For example, computer
says that the icosahedron itself (with the  and the action that we will describe later)
and its iterated clique graphs are 3-saturated and free as far as it can check, that is,
up to the fourth iterated clique graph. I am still not able to prove or disprove that the
icosahedron is in C(; 3).
For every r¿2, I know one family of -graphs in C(; r). When r=2, as men-
tioned earlier, it is easy to verify that the -graphs in C(; r) are precisely the octa-
hedral graphs. For r¿3, every -graph in C(; r) that I know is a clockwork graph.
Clockwork graphs were introduced by Larri5on and Neumann-Lara in [9]. However, for
r¿4, in order to prove that these -graphs are in C(; r), we require some techniques
beyond the scope of this paper.
Next we shall exhibit a family of k-divergent, absolutely 3-saturated, and absolutely
free -graphs.
From now on we take =〈!〉∼=Z2 and also we assume every reference to any
index named i as being taken modulo 4.
For every n¿0, we de0ne Hn as the graph having as vertex set:
V (Hn) = {a0; a1; a2; a3}∪{b0; b1; b2; b3}
∪
{
xi; j: i∈{0; 2} and j∈
{
0; : : : ;
⌊n
2
⌋}}
∪
{
xi; j: i∈{1; 3} and j∈
{
0; : : : ;
⌈n
2
⌉}}
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Fig. 1. From top to bottom: H 0, H 1 and H 2.
and (always taking i + 1 modulo 4) the following edge set:
E(Hn) = {{ai; ai+1}: i∈Z4}∪{{bi; bi+1}: i∈Z4}∪{{ai; bi}: i∈Z4}
∪ {{ai; xi; j}: i∈Z4 and any j}∪{{ai+1; xi; j}: i∈Z4 and any j}
∪ {{bi; xi; j}: i∈Z4 and any j}∪{{bi+1; xi; j}: i∈Z4 and any j}
∪ {{xi; j ; xi+1; j′}: i∈{0; 2} and j′6j}
∪ {{xi; j ; xi+1; j′}: i∈{1; 3} and j′¡j}
∪ {{xi; j ; xi; j′}: i∈{0; : : : ; 3} and j′ =j}:
Fig. 1 shows three of these graphs. For the sake of clarity, some vertices (white
dots) and some edges (dashed lines) have been drawn twice.
It should be clear that the function  de0ned by:  (ai)=bi+2,  (bi)=ai+2 and
 (xi; j)=xi+2; j is an automorphism of Hn.
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Now we de0ne the -graph Hn as Hn=(Hn; ∗), where ∗ :→Aut(Hn) is the
injective morphism having image 〈 〉. The following theorem follows immediately
from the theory developed in [9], but for the reader’s convenience we include a
proof.
Theorem 10. k(Hn)∼=Hn+1.
Proof. Let us call segments of Hn to the sets Si={ai; bi; xi; j: any j} for i=0; 1; 2; 3. We
shall say that Si and Si+1 are consecutive segments (as always, i+1 taken modulo 4).
Let us calculate explicitly the cliques of Hn. It is clear, from the de0nition of
Hn, that every segment induces a complete subgraph (but not necessarily a clique)
of Hn and that every edge is contained in the union of at most two consecutive
segments. Then, every clique is either one of the four segments or it intersects non-
trivially two consecutive segments. Let us calculate 0rst the cliques of the second
type.
Let Q be a clique which intersects non-trivially two consecutive segments, say Si
and Si+1. If ai∈Q, then, as NHn(ai)∩Si+1={ai+1}, we have Q∩Si+1={ai+1}, but
then N (ai)∩N (ai+1)={xi; j: any j} induces a complete subgraph. Then Q={ai; ai+1}∪
{xi; j:any j}. Let us name these cliques Ai:
Ai={ai; ai+1}∪{xi; j: any j} for i=0; : : : ; 3:
Similarly, we have other four cliques when bi∈Q:
Bi={bi; bi+1}∪{xi; j: any j} for i=0; : : : ; 3:
Now assume ai; bi =∈Q. As Q∩Si =∅, there is at least one xi; l∈Q. Let xi; j be the vertex
in Q∩Si with the smallest index j. Then as Q⊆N [xi; j], we have
Q⊆{xi; j′ : j6j′}∪{ai+1; bi+1}∪{xi+1; j′′ : j′′6j} if i is even;
Q⊆{xi; j′ : j6j′}∪{ai+1; bi+1}∪{xi+1; j′′ : j′′¡j} if i is odd;
but in each case the right-hand side set already induces a maximal complete subgraph,
so we have another family of cliques
Xi; j = {xi; j′ : j6j′}∪{ai+1; bi+1}∪{xi+1; j′′ : j′′6j}
for i∈{0; 2} and j∈
{
0; : : : ;
⌊n
2
⌋}
;
Xi; j = {xi; j′ : j6j′}∪{ai+1; bi+1}∪{xi+1; j′′ : j′′¡j}
for i∈{1; 3} and j∈
{
0; : : : ;
⌈n
2
⌉}
:
This completes the case in which the clique intersects non-trivially two consecutive
segments.
It only remains to study the four segments as possible extra cliques.
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Assume n to be even. Then n=2=n=2 and therefore S1⊆X0;n=2 and S3⊆X2;n=2.
On the other hand, S0 is a clique because no vertex in S3 is adjacent to x0;n=2 and no
vertex in S1 is adjacent to both a0 and b0. Analogously S2 is a clique. Let us rename
these two cliques as S0=X3;(n+1)=2 and S2=X1;(n+1)=2.
Now suppose n to be odd. Then n=2¿n=2 and therefore S0⊆X3;n=2 and S2⊆
X1;n=2. But S1 and S3 are cliques, because no vertex of S0∪S2 is adjacent to every
vertex in {x1;n=2; a1; b1}⊆S1 and no vertex in S2∪S0 is adjacent to every vertex in
{x3;n=2; a3; b3}⊆S3. Also in this case we rename these two cliques as S1=X0;(n+1)=2
and S3=X2;(n+1)=2.
Now, it is straight forward to verify that the intersection graph of all these cliques
(i.e. the clique graph of Hn) is isomorphic to Hn+1 via the isomorphism, %, de0ned by
%(Ai)=ai, %(Bi)=bi and %(Xi; j)=xi; j.
Finally, it should be clear that % is an admissible reJexive morphism between k(Hn)
and Hn+1.
Theorem 11. For all n, Hn is k-divergent, absolutely (!; 3)-saturated and absolutely
free.
Proof. As |Hn|=12 + 2n, k-divergence is clear from Theorem 10. It is a routine
veri0cation that H0 is 3-saturated. Now we note that every vertex has exactly n + 5
neighbours in Hn and then Lemma 9 tells us that Hn is absolutely 3-saturated. Absolute
freedom is immediate from Theorem 5 and the comment following it.
5. The icosahedron
Consider the icosahedron I as shown in Fig. 2 (please check isomorphism against
your favourite drawing!). There, vertices are labeled from 1 to 12 in such a way that
Fig. 2. The icosahedron with an embedding of H 0 in k(I).
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’=(1; 11)(2; 12)(3; 9)(4; 10)(5; 7)(6; 8) is the antipode automorphism. As before, white
dots are duplicated vertices and the dashed line is a duplicated edge. The cliques of
the icosahedron are precisely its faces. Let us name some cliques of I :
A0={1; 2; 5}; B0={5; 9; 10}; X00={2; 5; 6};
A1={2; 3; 6}; B1={6; 10; 11}; X10={3; 6; 11};
A2={3; 4; 7}; B2={7; 11; 12}; X20={7; 8; 12};
A3={1; 4; 8}; B3={8; 9; 12}; X30={1; 8; 9}:
Now consider the -graph I=(I; ◦), where ◦ :→Aut(I) is the morphism having 〈’〉
as image. Then I is a (!; 3)-coaOne -graph. Now, the named cliques as shown in
Fig. 2 induce a subgraph of k(I) isomorphic to H0 in the category G. Then, Theorem 8
tells us that k(I) is clique divergent and so we have proved:
Theorem 12. The icosahedron is k-divergent.
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